We use density functional theory to investigate the impact that strong electric fields have on the the structure and energetics of small lithium ion-water clusters, Li + · nH 2 O, with n=4, 6. We find that electric field strengths of ∼ 0.5 V/Å are sufficient to break the symmetry of the n = 4 tetrahedral energy minimum structure, which undergoes a transformation into an asymmetric planar cluster, consisting of three water molecules bound to lithium and one additional molecule in the second solvation shell.
Introduction
Understanding the influence of electric fields on small ion clusters is of great interest for elucidating the molecular mechanisms behind a wide range of electrochemical processes.
Electrospray ionization (ESI)
1-3 has been much studied via experiments and computer simulation in recent years. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The behaviour of hydrated ions under intense electric fields is also important in electroporation of biological membranes 9-11 as well as in "bridging" transitions at interfaces separating media with different dielectric permittivities 12 which are relevant to electrospinning processes. 13 Electrospinning is becoming increasingly important, given its applicability in nanofiber manufacturing, drug delivery and tissue engineering. 14 In the case of aqueous solutions, electric fields induce the ejection of water filaments containing ions.
A good quantitative understanding of the ion solvation structure and energetics in these interfacial aqueous environments, which can differ significantly from the bulk equilibrium phase, is esential to improve the description of the molecular pathways leading to electroporation and "bridging" transitions. Such knowledge can also be of interest for assessing the importance of strong interfacial fields in biological processes, such as those occurring at the active site of enzymes. 15 More generally, the investigation of ions in low water coordination environments is relevant for understanding cluster formation in the ionosphere.
16
Electric fields are also important at aqueous interfaces, the water/air interface being the most notable example. 17 It is well established that the reorientation of the water molecules at the interface results in local interfacial fields of considerable strength. The potential drop across the water interface predicted by simulations of classical force-fields and density functional approaches are in the range −0.1 to −0.6 V 18 and −1 V 19 respectively, although the true potential is, very likely, much stronger. The interfacial potential predicted by classical simulations can be, locally, much stronger, reaching values of ∼ −2 V, as reported in recent computations using methods that remove the smoothing effect of the interfacial capillary waves. 20 The modification of the interfacial potential upon addition of salt has been considered too, showing a significant dependence with salt concentration.
21
Electrospray and electroporation processes involve aqueous interfaces, making it necessary to understand the behaviour of the interfacial ions. Recent works have shown that small ions, particularly Li + , feature a distinctive interfacial behavior. Computer simulations using classical models indicate that Li + · 4H 2 O clusters are very stable and that they can weakly adsorb to the water surface. 20 This behaviour can be modified significantly by altering the forcefield parameters, and small changes in the ion effective diameter can induce large modifications in the interfacial structure. These observations are important for understanding the interfacial free energy of aqueous interfaces, 22, 23 and the ion density enhancement at interfaces that can be inferred from simulations [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and experiments. [30] [31] [32] Ion enrichment at the interface is consistent with the surprising amount of bromide chemistry occurring in sea salt aerosols, despite the relatively low concentration of bromide in sea water. 33 These studies show that the simple picture of an aqueous interface depleted of ions is incomplete.
Instead, the current consensus is that among the simple monoatomic halogens, larger anions like Br − and I − have a tendency to populate the interface, although the net adsorption remains negative. In ion-water clusters, even the smaller chloride anion prefers to lie closer to the surface.
34-36
These studies illustrate the complexity of the aqueous solution interface, and by extension of the electroporation and electrospray ionization processes discussed above. With regards to Li + , which is the focus of our study, it is highly surprising that such small ion can feature weak adsorption at the interface, unless the ion's hydration water plays a role in driving this effect. 20, [37] [38] [39] Explicit polarizability may be important for understanding this, but in this case it is the polarization of the solvent molecules at short separations from the small Li + ion that is crucial. 40, 41 The sensitivity of the Li + -water solvation structure can also be inferred from the analysis of extensive experimental studies, which have raised questions about the relative stability of water around Li + . 39, [42] [43] [44] In particular, it is still unclear whether the Li + -water coordination number is closer to 4 or 6 at moderate concentrations, ∼ 1 M.
37,39,41,44-49
A good understanding of the Li + -water structure and energetics is essential to advancing the description of the non-equilibrium response of lithium-water clusters and interfacial lithium ions under electrostatic fields. We undertake this investigation in the present work, as a step towards explaining the peculiar interfacial behavior of this ion, and to providing microscopic information to aid understanding the microscopic pathways determining electroporation and electrospray ionization processes. Our paper is structured as follows. We start by describing the density functional theory and ab initio methods as well as the basis sets employed. A validation of the level of theory and basis sets follows. We pursue accurate density functional theory (DFT) and ab initio calculations of the equilibrium structures and energetics of Li + with either four or six associated water molecules, including the effects of basis set superposition error (BSSE) to ensure the accuracy of our computations. We then discuss our results for Li + -water clusters at equilibrium and under the influence of strong fields, paying special attention to the cluster structure and the Li + ion coordination number.
A final section with our conclusions and final remarks closes the paper.
Computational details
For the basis sets we use the correlation consistent basis sets of Dunning et al., 50 cc-pVXZ and aug-cc-pVXZ. By systematically increasing the basis set as X=D, T, Q and 5 we verify at what point we obtain converged energies with respect to the one-electron basis, and an empirical extrapolation method is used to extend these results to the basis set limit.
51
To include electron correlation we compare the coupled-cluster with singles and doubles by the CCSD method, we also carried out a calculation which includes triplet excitations perturbatively (CCSD(T)).
59
BSSE was corrected for using the counterpoise correction method, 60 where energies of each component of the non-covalently bonded system are computed using the full set of basis functions of the whole system. BSSE has for a long time been recognized as a problematic issue in quantum chemical calculations of weak interactions, such as for example hydrogen bonding in the water dimer. [61] [62] [63] [64] One cannot do geometry optimizations that correct for BSSE, therefore the geometries are optimized without the BSSE correction, and the BSSE correction to the energy is included in subsequent single-point calculations.
An electric field can be applied to the systems in a simple manner by placing a positive and negative charge ±q equidistant from the Li + ion and constraining the position of the ion to be fixed in subsequent computations. The applied dipolar field strength E at the ion is then given by E = 2kq/d 2 with k = 8.988×10 9 Nm 2 /C 2 , and this is the quantity we will refer to as the field strength E in the remainder of the paper. Placing the charges at a distance d = ±20 Å from the ion generates an electric field from the negative to the positive ion which varies less than 20% within 5 Å of the ion. Charge magnitudes from ±0.5e to ±15e lead to field strengths in the 0.05 to 1.0 V/Å range. All computations were done with the standard version of NWCHEM v6.3, 65 except for some molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and energy minimizations which were done with LAMMPS. 66 The geometry optimizations were done with the DRIVER algorithm in NWCHEM and "tight" convergence criteria.
Results

Theory and methodological validation
We validate our choice of basis set and level of theory for the subsequent calculations on larger clusters by systematically testing a series of basis sets, including the effects of BSSE, using both the PBE and SSB-D density functionals and also the CCSD method. Tables 1 and 2 .
Our results show that the CCSD calculations are quite sensitive to BSSE, even with very large basis sets, whereas the PBE and SSB-D methods show negligible BSSE provided the basis sets are sufficiently large. We also note a surprisingly large effect of the basis set size on the lithium ion in particular, where using the cc-pV5Z basis set was necessary to obtain well converged results. This led us to consider mixed basis sets, where the O and H atoms are modelled with somewhat smaller basis sets. Our ultimate choices for methods and basis sets to use in the calculations on larger Li + -water clusters are therefore the PBE and SSB-D density functional methods, with the cc-pV5Z basis set on Li + and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set on O and H atoms. The dispersion correction is around -0.6 kJ/mol for both Li + ·H 2 O and the water dimer. Relative to the total interaction energy of the complexes, the dispersion correction is much more important for the water dimer than for the Li + -water complex, as expected.
We have also obtained the zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) by computing the harmonic vibrational frequencies of the complexes and a single water molecule. The magnitude of the correction is significant in both complexes, being ∼ 28% of the total interaction energy in the case of the water dimer and ∼ 5.5% in the case of Li + ·H 2 O. computations where the basis set superposition error has been corrected for as described in the text. The "mixed" basis sets denote computations using the cc-pV5Z basis set for Li + and the aug-cc-pVXZ (X=D,T,Q) basis set for H 2 O. Table 3 . We note that some of the electrostatic fields we employ here are stronger than the field ∼ 0.35 V/Å that caused protons to dissociate from water molecules in previous DFT based ab initio MD simulations. 73 We did not observe any dissociation events in any of our calculations, likely due to a comparatively high energy barrier which must be overcome for such an event to be observed.
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A field strength of 0.15 V/Å remains quite high, however field strengths of this size are relatively common in some contexts, e.g. in ion channels in cell membranes, 76 in membrane electroporation [9] [10] [11] or at the tip of an atomic force microscope. 77 In fact, the electric field at an ordinary air-water interface has been calculated using the SPC/E water model and Table 1 ) is around 6.1 kJ/mol or 28% of the total interaction energy. 
67-69
To investigate the ability of the classical models to reproduce the DFT results, we per- that the 3+1 configuration with reduced symmetry can remain stable for significant time periods, and that the transformation from one structure to the other is an activated process.
We recall that our computations were performed using non-polarizable models. The similar behavior observed in our classical MD simulations and the DFT computations indicates that polarization effects do not greatly influence the relative stability of the cluster. Hence this offers the prospect of investigating the energetics and structure of these small clusters with widely accepted non-polarizable forcefields, which do not incorporate explicitly electronic degrees of freedom. This question, particularly the charge distribution in the Li + cluster, is discussed in more detail in the following section.
ESP fitting of partial charges
In order to assess the ability of classical models to reproduce our DFT results, we have computed the electrostatic potential (ESP) surface and found the set of partial charges on the atomic sites that can best fit the electrostatic potential in the cluster. All of these fits were done on the Li + · 4H 2 O clusters using the default parameters in the NWCHEM ESP routine. 80 We did these fits using two different sets of constraints, one where only the Li + charge was set to be 1.0, and another where in addition all O and all H charges were each constrained to be equal, as they would be in a typical classical force field. All of these results are shown in Table 4 .
The largest deviations between the ESP resulting from the partial charge fittings and the DFT results are for the 3 + 1 configuration in the absence of external field. It is remarkable Table 4 : Results of fitting partial charges to the electrostatic potential (ESP) at geometries optimized starting from either the S 4 or the asymmetric 3 + 1 configurations in the absence of field, followed by the application of the external electric field (cf. Figure 1 ). Molecules are labelled as shown in Figure 1 . The fourth water molecule is the detached water in the 3 + 1 configurations. "RMSD" denotes the root mean squared deviation between the fitted ESP and the DFT results across all grid points in kJ/mol. All data were obtained using SSB-D functionals and the mixed basis set described in the text. All charges are given in terms of the fundamental charge e = 1.602 × 10 that the constrained fits (see set of data 2 in Table 4 ), which do not allow differing partial charges on atoms of the same type, do not result in a significantly worse fitting. This would suggest that fluctuating charge models 81 might not be required to describe the energetics of the asymmetric configuration, and instead improvements should be sought from semiclassical models which include atomic polarizability in an approximate way.
82
Deviations in the asymmetric case notwitstanding, the partial charge models provide a very good description of the ESP, with mean-square deviations at each grid point ∼ 0. We find a stable local minimum for the cluster with six water molecules in a C i sym-metry with a Li + -water coordination number of 6, however this is not the global minimum The minimum configurational energies as a function of the applied field and for different initial configurations are plotted in Figure 4 and binding energies per water molecule are reported in Table 3 . As in the cluster with four water molecules, the SSB-D functional slightly reduces the preference for less symmetric or less coordinated structures versus the PBE results. However, the qualitative trends are the same. Again, we do not find evidence for dissociation of water molecules upon applying the electrostatic field. 
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Conclusions
We have undertaken extensive computations of small clusters of lithium ions and water (Li + · nH 2 O, n = 4, 6) in the presence of strong electrostatic fields. We have carefully tested for basis set superposition error (BSSE) and considered extrapolation to the basis set limit.
We find that ab initio CCSD calculations are quite sensitive to BSSE, even with very large basis sets, whereas the PBE and SSB-D methods show negligible BSSE provided sufficiently large basis sets are used. Our DFT results for Li + · H 2 O as well as the water dimer show that the combination of mixed basis sets (aug-cc-pVTZ on water atoms, cc-pV5Z on Li + ) with the SSB-D functionals provide estimates for the interaction energies with an error smaller than 2 kJ/mol with respect to the energies obtained from other high level ab initio methods.
Our computations show that the cluster of four water molecules bound to the Li + ion is far more stable (−113 kJ/mol per water molecule) than a cluster with 6 water molecules directly bound to the ion (−92 kJ/mol per water molecule). Hence our results favour tetracoordinated clusters as the stable structure rather than the value of N c ∼ 5 inferred from recent re-analysis of neutron scattering data. 49 The application of an electric field biases the molecular configurations around the ion towards lower coordination numbers. Of particular interest is the fact that an asymmetric configuration of three water molecules bound to the ion with the additional water molecule in a second solvation shell is actually the minimum energy configuration in a field magnitude |E| 0.15 V/Å. This is a large field strength but such fields are relevant in interfacial systems, e.g. in electroporation 9,11 or in electrospray ionization.
We have further quantified vibrational zero point energy corrections and the charge distribution in our lithium-water clusters. We found that the contribution of the zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) to the binding energy of Li + -water clusters is significant, 8.1 kJ/mol, or ∼ 7% of the total, albeit smaller than the ZPVE of the water dimer, 6.1 kJ/mol per water molecule, or ∼ 28% of the total. These results highlight the importance of considering zero point corrections in both force-field and ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
The atomic partial charges on the water molecules were derived by fitting the electrostatic potential surface using different charge constraint schemes, whereby the charges in the water molecules are left either as free parameters or restrained so that atoms of the same elements have the same charge. Interestingly, the constraining scheme does not have a major impact on the quality of the fit to the electrostatic potential surface, which would indicate that fluctuating charge models are not essential to describe the electrostatic environment generated by the lithium-water clusters. The fitting of the ESP of Li + · 4H 2 O clusters using atomic charges is worse for asymmetric configurations, such as the 3+1 investigated here, which is stabilized by electric fields. This result underlines a limitation of the charge fitting approach employed here, which relies on the fitting of charges located at the atomic sites. State of the art water models, e.g. TIP4P, have highlighted the need to shift the position of the oxygen charge along the water HOH bisector. This strategy may result in a better fit of the electrostatic surface potential with point charges. We also found that the application of the electric field shifts the value of the atomic charges with respect to the charges obtained in the absence of the field. The shift is small for molecules bound directly to the Li + ion, ∼ 0.03e, but can be significant, ∼ 0.1 to 0.3e, for molecules not directly bound to the ion, such as the 3+1 configuration. Hence, accurate computations using classical models in the presence of electric fields might benefit from the consideration of polarizable forcefields.
In the light of our results it would be worthwhile to investigate the dependence of the 
